Cost-effectiveness of second-line treatment with irinotecan or infusional 5-fluorouracil in metastatic colorectal cancer.
It has been shown that irinotecan is superior to infusional 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) in patients with advanced colorectal cancer after 5-FU failure. In a recent trial, median survival was 10.8 months for patients treated with irinotecan, compared to 8.5 months in patients receiving infusional 5-FU. Considering the statistically significant but clinically relatively small advantage of irinotecan over 5-FU, cost effectiveness should also be part of treatment decision. To relate the costs of each management approach to overall survival in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer. The healthcare costs and medical benefits (treatment-added survival) of second-line chemotherapy in patients (infusional 5-FU: 129, irinotecan: 127) were compared. Data on overall survival were drawn from a multicenter randomised trial that compared infusional 5-FU (continuous infusion, AIO, or LV5-FU2 regimens) to irinotecan alone. Costs were derived from the accounting system in two university hospitals in Paris, France. The range in total healthcare costs was 14,135 to 12,192 US$ patient between management approaches, with irinotecan chemotherapy costing most and 5-FU-continuous infusion least. If survival was included as a treatment benefit, the cost-effectiveness ratio of irinotecan over 5-FU ranged from 9,344 to 10,137 US$ per year of added survival. The least expensive management for metastatic colorectal was 5-FU infusion but the additional cost of irinotecan was balanced by the added months of survival, with a cost-effectiveness ratio close to that of other cancer treatments.